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Are you a current member of BIANC? We need your help and your support.






Basic Membership:

Professional Membership:

* $40.00

* $100.00

Perfect for families & survivors!
Includes:

Perfect for professionals interested in making a
difference!

Welcome letter from Executive Director
All BIANC Publications including Starting
Point
Membership lapel pin & Membership card
Knowing you are part of the Voice of Brain
Injury and having an impact!

Includes all Basic Membership perks and:




25% discount all BIANC conferences
‘Fast Pass’ registration at conference
allowing for Quicker registration
Membership Certificate to display

*If paid by credit card, membership fee renews annually. Membership may be cancelled at any time.
..Membership dues cannot be prorated.
If you are interested in learning about BIANC’s new membership program or are interested in becoming
a Corporate Member, visit www.bianc.net or call (800) 377-1464. Join BIANC Today!
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Letter from the Executive Director
We are pleased to make the announcement that the NC Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS) has been approved by the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to begin a pilot project in
Wake, Durham, Cumberland and Johnston county to offer rehabilitation
services for adults who have suffered a Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) on
or after their 22nd birthday. Along with the Brain Injury Advisory
Council, the Brain Injury Association of NC has worked extremely hard
to educate the public on the need for this Medicaid Waiver. The
approval is part of the DHHS’ 1915© waiver request to CMS. To qualify,
the adults must require the level of care for a nursing facility or special
rehabilitation hospital. Up to 49 individuals will be served in the first
year, expanding to 107 by the third year. The TBI pilot will be
administered by the Alliance Behavioral Healthcare LME/MCO.
As stated in the NC DHHS press release by Secretary Mandy Cohen,
M.D., “This waiver is an important milestone in North Carolina’s
commitment to improving the life and well-being of individuals who
experience a traumatic brain injury. The waiver includes rehabilitation
services such as supported employment, life skills training, cognitive
rehabilitation and day supports.”
The TBI waiver also includes extended occupational therapy, physical
therapy and speech therapy; supportive services such as respite, home
and vehicle modifications; and assistive technology, equipment and
supplies. The TBI pilot program will launch in late summer.

BRAIN INJURY RESOURCE
CENTERS
Family Helpline
800.377.1464
bianc@bianc.net

Asheville

If you are interested in learning more contact Alliance Behavioral
Healthcare’s Access and information line at 1-800-510-9132 or by
sending an email to TBIInfo@alliancebhc.org.

CarePartners
68 Sweeten Creek Road
Asheville, NC 28803
828.277.4868

Sincerely,

Charlotte
Carolinas Rehabilitation
1100 Blythe Boulevard
Charlotte, NC 28203
704.960.0561

Ken Jones

Greenville
P.O. Box 2743
Greenville, NC 27836
252.717.3347

Raleigh
6604 Six Forks Road
Suite 104
Raleigh, NC 27615
919.833.9634

Thank you to our NC Legislators for
funding the new TBI Medicaid
Wavier.

Triad
Wake Forest Baptist Health
Medical Center Boulevard
Winston - Salem, NC 27157
336.713.8582
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Spotlight on BIANC Board Member: Thomas Henson
By: Thomas Henson

I had been out of law school for a little more
than two years. One day I got a phone call from
a lady, in her early twenties, whose husband
David (name changed for confidentiality purposes) had been in a car accident. “Physically he
seems fine, “ she told me, “other than a sore
shoulder. But he just doesn’t seem right.” Tell
me more, I said. “He is so angry all the time, and
can’t even remember how to fix the brakes on his
tractor, even though he has been a farmer all of
his life. He just took over the family farm five
years ago, and ran this operation like a top. But
now he just seems lost. He’s here, but he’s not
here. And we have two daughters, and I am
scared we can’t go on like this.” With that one
conversation, my career helping brain injury
survivors and their families began. The year was
1992.
David had hit his head on the inside of the window in the car wreck, but at the emergency room
he had a CT scan that was interpreted as normal.
He was diagnosed with a minor concussion, and
told by the physicians that he would be fine. He
wasn’t fine, however, and continued to suffer
clear and unmistakable symptoms of postconcussive syndrome, with ongoing memory loss,
cognitive deficits, and mood swings. His family
and friends described him as a different person,
someone they didn’t know. They became increasingly frustrated with him because he
seemed fine on the outside. He “acted up”, they
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would react impatiently, which would cause further anger and frustration on his part, and the
vicious cycle continued. None of his regular
doctors attributed his symptoms to a brain injury, however. Now we know that such injuries can
have lasting and sometimes permanent effects.
But as those of you old enough to remember can
attest, TBI and its place in the clinical world was
very different 25 years ago. Not nearly as much
was known about the brain back then as compared to today. For myself, I was a young lawyer
still wet behind the ears, but was fortunate
enough to practice law with my father Tom Henson, Sr. and his partner Bob Fuerst, both very
accomplished and knowledgeable lawyers who
were fond of joking that they had taught me everything I knew but not everything they knew, so
I’d better keep paying attention. My new client,
David, was my age, had a wonderful wife, and
two beautiful daughters. I remember thinking
“this guy could be me”. I desperately wanted to
help him, but also realized I was too new a
lawyer to know exactly how. What I did have was
passion and an incredible work ethic given to me
by my family, and I was not going to let David
down. So I put my head down and worked. And
read. And studied. Most importantly, I had my
dad and Bob whose experience led us in the right
directions.
We consulted with an accomplished neuropsychiatrist who was on the cutting edge of brain injury research and clinical treatment who agreed to
see David. In the process of treating him, this
physician also acquired in me a new student/lawyer, who was thirsty for knowledge
about brain injury, how the brain works, how a
jolt like the one David sustained can change how
the brain responds, and why. The kind doctor
was engaging enough to patiently take all my
calls, answer my elementary questions, and point
me to the right medical literature that allowed
me to absorb relevant knowledge at my own
pace.

Through that process, my knowledge expanded,
and I grew increasingly confident in my ability
to understand the medical complexities involved,
not only intellectually, but also on a visceral
level, as I spent hours and hours with my client
and his family, witnessing the devastating
impact his injury had on him, his family, his
business, and his life. Fortunately, we acquired
a significant settlement on his behalf, which
provided the needed support mechanisms and
treatment necessary for David to rebuild his
life’s path. I stay in contact with David to this
day, and I am happy to report he is doing well.
Whatever small part I played in David’s recovery, David actually gave me a greater gift - the
gift of passion for the brain injury community.
Over the years, I have developed a large part of
my personal injury law practice to include helping brain injury survivors, whether the injury
occurred in a car wreck, a workplace accident, or
any other context. I am a Certified Brain Injury
Specialist, and some of my favorite memories of
the last few years are from my time as a member
of the Board of Directors of the Brain Injury
Association of North Carolina, the last two years

serving as chair. I am also honored to have been
asked to serve on the Brain Injury Advisory
Council, and I continue to be humbled by my
interactions and friendships I have found within
the network of survivors, caregivers, counselors,
therapists, medical personnel, and countless
others who serve our brain injury community.
Through the years, I have never forgotten that
first thought I had about David - “this guy could
be me”. And isn’t that true for all of us? Brain
injury can happen to anyone at any time. One
may not be a brain injury survivor at this
moment, but any of us could be in the next
moment. What keeps me going is the knowledge
and realization that within that frailty of life, we
all need and benefit from each other. Survivors
need support, but those providing the support
need our survivors as well, to remind us of the
strength and hope that resides deep in all of us.
To illustrate the joys of accomplishment. To
exhibit the grace and courage of meeting
difficult challenges head on. But above all,
survivors show us what love and compassion are
all about, as we all navigate our life as best we
can. I can think of no more meaningful journey.
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Save the Date
Event

Date

Location

Legislative Day

May 22, 2018

Raleigh , NC

BIANC Webinar

June 26, 2018

Online

CBIS Class

Aug. 23 - 25, 2018

Winston - Salem, NC

BIANC Camp

Sept. 14 - 16, 2018

Stokesdale, NC

CBIS Class

Oct. 25 - 27, 2018

Cary, NC

CBIS Class

Nov. 8 - 10, 2018

Greensboro, NC

BIANC Professional Conference

Nov. 30 - Dec. 1, 2018

Asheville, NC

To learn more about these events, visit www.bianc.net or email bianc@bianc.net .

Stay Connected
FACEBOOK
BIANorthCarolina
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MONTHLY E-BLAST
bianc.net/get-involved/newsletter

TWITTER
BrainInjuryNC

Cognitive Fatigue and Traumatic Brain Injury
By: Janine Pearson, M.S., CCC-SLP
Cognitive Fatigue and Traumatic Brain Injury typically
go hand in hand. I often remind my clients that the
brain is a muscle and can become tired when it “works
out.” Just like your bicep can get tired from lifting
weights and not want you to work it until it recovers.
Following a brain injury, it can often be a delicate
balance to walk the fine line of pushing to make gains
and “over doing it.”

through changes in their thinking skills and physical
changes. Some of the most common characteristics I
have observed are headaches, slower response times,
decreased memory, yawning, change in vision and/or
swallowing ability, decreased balance, flat affect,
irritability, more mistakes. This list could go on and
on, the important piece to remember is everyone has
their own individual characteristics of cognitive fatigue. A headache could indicate a Level 4 for one brain
injured person, but a Level 5 for a different person.

For over 20 years, in many different settings, I’ve
worked as a Speech Pathologist with people who have
suffered a TBI. One of the most difficult aspects of addressing cognitive fatigue, from a therapeutic perspective, has always been “How do we quantify cognitive
fatigue?” I’ve found using an individualized Cognitive
Fatigue Scale has been the most successful approach.

TBI survivors, caregivers, family members and
therapists should all work together to identify cognitive
fatigue behaviors at each Level of the scale and write it
out for reference. Often times, when a TBI survivor’s
cognitive fatigue sets in, it becomes more difficult for
them to identify their fatigue - and what the next steps
should be to manage their fatigue. Having a personalized list to refer to is a great method to support cuing
to first, identify their fatigue and then how to move
forward to mitigate the fatigue. For example, “Your
Cognitive Fatigue Scale states when you start yawning
you’re typically a Level 4. What does a Level 4 mean
you should do next?” Answer: REST!

Using a 5-point scale (Levels 1-5) to establish specific
markers has proved invaluable for many of my clients.
Using this scale, clients identify when they are at a
Level 4 (a rest is needed) and take a break until their
fatigue level returns back down to a Level 2.
Level 1 = “Fresh as a Daisy” Well rested, like prior to
TBI. The Holy Grail for those with TBI.
Level 2 = Barely tired.
Level 3 = A little tired, but can still work.
Level 4 = Tired and need a rest.
Level 5 = Too late! Over did it

As a TBI survivor continues on their rehabilitation
journey it is important to revisit their cognitive fatigue
characteristics and adjust them to the changes
occurring during their recovery. This can be highly
motivating for the survivor and their family as it often
highlights how much cognitive stamina they’ve gained.
For example, if someone used to get headaches when
they were a Level 4 and upon review 2 months later,
they determine their headaches mean they are at a
Level 5 it shows they can now functionally work
without a headache.

The difference between a Level 3 and Level 4 fatigue
level can be described using the following analogy.
Imagine you come home from work and are planning to
go out to the movies that evening. A person at a Fatigue level 3 can come home, eat dinner and then go to
the movies. A person at a Fatigue level 4 needs to come
home, eat dinner and then take a quick “power nap”
before heading out to the movies.

Creating a chart and tracking fatigue levels for a week
or two can provide valuable information that may be
useful. The information could shed some light on activities that trigger fatigue and strategies can be identified and implemented to minimize the negative cognitive fatigue factors of the activities.

A Fatigue level 5 is a level that I reserve for brain injury survivors. When someone with a brain injury “over
does it” and hits a level 5, recovery from their fatigue
does not come as easily as it did prior to their injury.
Just one, seemingly benign, trip to Target can be so
overwhelming to an injured brain it can take days to
fully recover from the overstimulation. When someone
with a brain injury hits a Level 5, their rest (a break,
nap or even sleeping overnight) doesn’t help them
move back down the cognitive fatigue scale to a more
rested Level 2. An apt description for this phenomenon
is the “Cognitive Fatigue Hangover.”

Janine Pearson, M.S., CCC-SLP
Cognitive Rehabilitation Services
925-518-9426
CogRehabServices@gmail.com
Wake Forest, N.C.

Individuals with TBI can present their cognitive fatigue
1
“Fresh as a Daisy!”

2
“Barely Tired”

3
“Tired—but can
still work”

4

5

“Tired - need a rest.” “TOO LATE”
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Advice from the Wilmington Brain Injury Support Group Members
By: Morgan Lankford
Recommended Books
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Over My Head by Claudia Osbourne. A doctor's
own story of head injury from the inside out.
Ghost Boy by Martin Pistorius. A story of a
misdiagnosed young boy trapped inside his own
body and his journey towards learning to communicate again.
My Stroke of Insight by Jill Bolte Taylor. The
autobiography of a neuroanatomist who talks
about her own experience w/ stroke, the recovery
process and brain functioning.
The Diving Bell and the Butterfly by JeanDominique Bauby (there is also a film version of
the book). An autobiography written (via blinks
from the author's left eye, his only method of
communication) by a man who suffers a stroke
leaving him with a rare locked-in syndrome.
Hope for the Caregiver by Peter Rosenberger.
Encouraging words to strengthen your spirit.
Lost in My Mind: Recovering From Traumatic
Brain Injury (TBI) by Kelly Bouldin Darmofal.
The book is a stunning memoir describing Kelly's
journey from adolescent girl to special education
teacher, wife and mother -- despite severe Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI). Spanning three decades,
Kelly's journey is unique in its focus on TBI education in America (or lack thereof). Kelly also

abridges her mother's journals to describe forgotten
experiences. She continues the narrative in her own
humorous, poetic voice, describing a victim's relentless search for success, love, and acceptance -- while
combating bureaucratic red tape, aphasia, bilateral
hand impairment, and loss of memory.
Recommended Movies
The Lookout -A good depiction of some of the changes that occur in life after TBI.
The Music Never Stopped -The story of how a young
adult with TBI and his dad learn to connect again
through his one true passion, music
The Crash Reel -The story of the rehab process and a
family learning to cope when one of the sons (Kevin),
a famous snowboarder, experiences a TBI.
Aphasia -Starring Carl McIntyre as himself. He is the
survivor of a massive stroke who depicts the communication difficulties that challenge his career.
Regarding Henry -Starring Harrison Ford. The story
of an attorney who survives a shooting only to find
his memory has suffered as a result. He also must
learn to communicate and walk again. But he is fortunate to have a loving wife and daughter to support
him through his journey.



Awakenings -Starring Robert DeNiro & Robin Wil- 
liams. A story depicting how
encephalitis
(brain infection/ inflammation) has affected people for many years but a new medication offers
them hope.



Fireproof -My understanding is that the movie itself is not about TBI but one of the actors is a
TBI survivor.

Concussion - A 2015 American biographical
sports drama starring Will Smith as Dr. Bennet
Omalu, a forensic pathologist who fights against
the National Football League trying to suppress his
research on chronic traumatic encephalopathy
(CTE) brain degeneration suffered by professional
football players

Advice for Individuals Living With a Brain Injury and Their Families


"Work hard in your therapies!"



"Family and friends need to be involved in therapies in Rehab so they can get as much information as possible. Ask questions to the nurses, therapist, doctors, and counselors. Attend the brain injury education
classes."



"Outings are important when you are in Rehab so you can see how it is going to be in the real world."



"Be prepared that the outside environment can be very over-stimulating."



"You will have to relearn your body and become comfortable with it again."



"You will not pop back to who you were right away."



"Since my brain injury I deal with anger all the time. The support group, education on brain injury, counseling, and stuff taught to me in counseling like relaxation helps me deal with my anger."



"It is important that family members and friends not expect too much out of you. It can be stressful when
they do."



"It is important to attend the support group to be able to talk to survivors and their families so you can
see it through our eyes."



"The support group allows me to listen and learn from others who have lived through a brain injury. It
provides a collaboration of strategies."



"The support group has been a great resource for information about brain injury. I have been able to meet
and speak with like-minded people. It has been a forum to speak about problems and concerns. It is also a
place to go and offer support to others and give back."



"Community Involvement is very important; especially giving to others through volunteering. Volunteering is great for both survivors and caregivers."



"Using things like journaling and poetry to express yourself can be really therapeutic. So can listening to
relaxing music."



"Keeping a memory book of photos of everyday life can really help with memory deficits."



"Having a sense of humor is the most important thing."



"Always keep an attitude of hope and positivity!"

Wilmington Support Group on an outing for dinner.
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Finding Romance as a Widow with a Brain Injury
By: Angela Leigh Tucker
Angela Leigh Tucker is from Asheville, NC and was living in NYC in 2008 when she had a brain injury from a
vehicle crash. She has recently moved back to Asheville, NC with her new husband. Share her journey and enjoy
her positive spirit.

what’s next.
Q2.) If pressed, what happened?
A2.) I was in a car accident and needed to focus
my energies on rehabilitating from that. So I
decided to resign

Although I never suffered from “survivor’s guilt”, I
spent the first years of this recovery hiding the fact
that I was a widow. I had married my best friend
and became a 30 year old widow less than a year
later. When I returned to NYC and after I had
weened myself off the anti-depressants, I was prepared to get back on the market. The dating scene
had significantly changed and it felt foreign to me
since I had gotten out of it several years before. Now
I was ready to brave it’s new elements.
A brain injury support group facilitator pulled me
aside and offered a couple of dating safety tips:
1.

wait until at least the third date before revealing
the injury

2. do not give too many gory or graphic details
about the crash that would paint the picture of
victimhood
She also recommended that I give online dating a
try. She said the eHarmony website algorithms
would be a helpful tool to meet someone with similar interests and help eliminate the guesswork.
Whether professional, personal or romantic, there
was one question during introductions that always
induced terror. “So, what do you do?” This was a
particularly paralyzing question when asked on a
first date. I had developed a script with my PP
(Prayer Partner) that still lives on my iPhone. I
would practice it aloud while standing in front of the
mirror:
Q1.) What do you do for a living?
A1.) My former occupation was a vice president of a
PR firm here in the city & I’m currently exploring
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I watched the face in the mirror for any hints of
nervousness or fear and would rehearse a smooth
and convincing delivery. This question still occasionally trips me up, but I’ve grown more comfortable
offering answers like:
A3.) I take classes at the gym, my spiritual center, and I volunteer, how about you?
I discovered one strategy to change uncomfortable
subjects was to follow my answer with a question
and invited the speaker to talk about themselves.
This trick always filled awkward silences. The most
memorable awkward silence happened while on the
third date with my first eHarmony suitor. He couldn’t find “Angela Betancourt” on Facebook, so I took
his iPhone from his hands and typed in “Angela
Tucker Betancourt”. He recognized my eHarmony
dating profile photo when it popped up. He read my
name aloud, “Angela Tucker Betancourt”. I took a
deep breath and began to collect my explanation.
“Do you remember when l told you that I was in a
car crash?” He nodded. I paused. “My husband was
in the car too, and he was killed in the accident.
Tucker is my maiden name.” The space between us
began to feel hot and his face turned red. Oh dear. I
had just dropped a bomb on this poor unsuspecting
fellow…
“You know what I like to do at times like these,
when it’s hard to find something to say?,” I turned
to face him on the couch. “I like to just be quiet. Can
we just be quiet for a second? We don’t need words
right now.” He nodded and I could see relief wash
over his face. He didn’t have to prepare a response
and his shoulders began to relax away from his ears.
This eHarmony date was a great teacher and has
remained a good friend.

There were a few other men (or teachers) who
passed through my life before Augustus came along.
Each helped me grow a greater appreciation for this
man I now call my husband. They helped me see how
easy and effortless love can be when you’ve found
the perfect partner. Augustus has helped me become
the best version of myself, before and after the brain
injury.

Angela and her
husband, Augustus:
The “A” Team.

Foodie Phoenix Rising

ommendation on Facebook for a new meal service called Home Chef. The main difference is now I
am required to prepare the meals. After discussing it
with my fiancé Augustus, we decided to give it a try.
On January 12th, I received the first smartly packaged box that contains three meals, filled with fresh
produce, delicious ingredients and a helpful cookbook.
I agreed to never cook without someone else here
and have only prepared meals when Augustus is
home. I have already thoroughly ruined two recipes,
which he saved both times. The Truffled Cremini
Mushroom flatbread and the Mushroom-Spinach Lasagna Rolls both have a "one-spoon Easy" difficulty
rating. In both cases, I made the mistake of adding
the wrong ingredients at the wrong step, which was
much more of a problem than it might sound. I was
terribly frustrated by my errors and was about to
give up until Augustus helped calm me down and
worked out a solution. Having directions to follow is
making me feel more confident in the kitchen, and I
have started using a crock pot again. Cooking with a
brain injury is nothing short of an adventure.

Due to the traumatic brain injury, doctors have labeled me a "hazard in the kitchen." At one time in
my life, cooking brought me great joy, now it can be
dangerous. I have set off smoke alarms on more than
one occasion and nearly melted a small frying pan
when I sprayed Pam directly over the stove! This led
to one of my favorite Christmas gifts ever, a portable
fire extinguisher. I have memory challenges when
preparing meals, and lack the attention and focus
needed while reading a recipe.
To ensure safety, my rehabilitation specialist writes
a "medical necessity" letter for meal delivery services. This service used to be a company out of Miami, FL called Fresh Diet. I would receive a prepared
meal three days a week. Inside the refrigerated bag
would be breakfast, lunch, dinner, a snack and dessert for one person. It was a convenient way to enjoy
prepared meals that were healthy and properly portioned, and I didn't have to cook.
One morning in July 2016, the bag was not waiting
outside my door however the online system showed I
had received the delivery. I called customer service
and left a message to report it missing. No one returned my call, and the following two deliveries
were also not made. When I tried to call again, the
number was disconnected. It took nearly a week
before
I
learned
Fresh
Diet
unexpectedly
went bankrupt. Unfortunately, this occurred shortly
after I prepaid $1,500 for the next three months of
service. I filed a Better Business Bureau complaint
and this issue is still unresolved. I saw a friend's rec-

Angela and Augustus cooking.

Support Group News
A Support Group Leaders Meeting was held in
Charlotte on April 11, 2018. Everyone learned a
lot and had a great time. Updates on BIANC and
upcoming events were given by Sally Rickard of
the BIANC Charlotte Resource Office. Monica F.
Johnson with Cardinal Innovations provided
training on Group Facilitation Techniques.
Group leaders had the opportunity to share and
problem solve with other group leaders on
successes and challenges of their groups. The
training ended with a webinar provided by the
Brain Injury Association of America on
“Cognitive Tools and Strategies to Promote
Independence After Brain Injury”
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The King of Halloween and Miss Firecracker Queen
By: Lori Leachman
Lori Leachman is a professor of economics at Duke University. She has worked at Duke and lived in the Triangle area for
over 20 years now. She has served on a number of local boards, including a stint as board chair for the Durham Art Guild.
You can read more about her book and see her art on her web site www.lorileachman.net. You can contact Dr. Leachman
directly at Lori.leachman@duke.edu or at lulu2leachman@gmail.com. Presently Dr. Leachman is interested in promoting
her book as a means of communicating the potential long term costs of playing football, especially as a youth. Her interest is
in providing information so that parents can make a more informed choice regarding their children’s athletic participation.
She is also advocating for rule changes to the game at all levels in order to make it safer.

“A daughter’s heartwarming account of growing
up in a football family. A family’s heartbreaking
account of dealing with neurodegenerative
disease.”
— Kevin Guskiewicz, MacArthur Genius Award
Winner; member NCAA Concussion
Committee, director Center for the Study of Retired
Athletes.
It is amazing how revealing and enlightening funeral
celebrations can be. Long-held secrets may finally be
shared. The truth of a particular situation is told.
Long-simmering resentments are aired, or forgotten.
Memories are resurrected. The nature of love is
revealed.
I experienced all of these things at my father’s
funeral in 2012. These revelations brought new
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context to my entire life. The King of Halloween and
Miss Firecracker Queen is my effort to synthesize
what I thought was true about my life and what I
learned was true about my life, my parents, and their
love story.
My father was the typical small town football star
whose ticket out of Cartersville, Georgia was a
football scholarship. My mother was a debutant
wanna-be with captivating looks and a sense of
herself. They met in the fall of 1956 at the Fall
Football Banquet at the University of Tennessee. My
mother spotted my father across the room and knew
they had to meet. She worked her way into his space.
“Hello,” she said, cocking her head to the side and
gracing him with her most coquettish smile. They
chatted, and she offered him her number.

Whereupon he asked, in his rich Southern drawl,
“Baby, how old are you?”
“Seventeen,” she replied.
He stepped back, looked her up and down, and said,
“Darlin’, I don't date anybody who’s not eighteen.
Call me when you grow up."
Since it was the week before Thanksgiving, Momma
was not worried. Her birthday was November 27,
two weeks away. Thanksgiving break came and
went, and with it, her passage into adulthood.
Once back on campus in December, Momma
‘arranged’ to run into my father. Thus began their
whirlwind courtship. Although Daddy had a longtime girlfriend from home, Gwen, Momma was not
the least bit worried. She knew that she had the
goods, and that Gwen did not stand a chance. As she
revealed at Daddy’s death decades later, she chose
him, and that was that. They were married four
months later in Nowheresville, Tennessee by a local
justice of the peace.
The King of Halloween and Miss Firecracker Queen
chronicles my family’s rise through the ranks of
competitive football, and my parents’ love story
across fifty-plus years of marriage. It presents a look
under the hood, so to speak, of the football life, and
provides a profile of a marriage that was passionate
and committed.
The last third of the book reveals my family’s struggle to deal with my father as his mental capacity was
deteriorating from Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE). It also presents a picture of my mother’s
steadfast love and devotion to my father and his care
as his life as he knew it was slipping away. It is a
story of courage, love, and what it means to make a
commitment and live by it, no matter the costs.
As the foreword by former NY Giant Phil Simms
says, “Reading this book will make you laugh and
make you cry. It will make you wish you had grown
up in such a family, and make you think twice about
a life in football.”
Advice for other families: What we learned that
may help others
Our family struggled for years to get a diagnosis for
my father and to care for him in his growing incapacity. We learned a number of valuable lessons
from the experience. First, we learned that it is absolutely critical for you to have an informed advocate
to navigate the medical world and issues. That person must asked informed questions rather than

simply passively receiving the information that doctors impart. They must also be willing to challenge
the medical team, especially as it relates to medication. All of this requires doing your homework. We
found that doctors were throwing medication at my
father that in many cases just made him less cognizant. And, when we finally got quality care, the first
thing they did was ween him from everything he was
taking. Second, we learned that it pays to go to the
best. It took us some time to matriculate to the
Neurological Disorders Clinic at Duke. This was
mostly the by-product of my mother’s denial and my
parents’ location. But it was at Duke that we found
real expertise, and an approach to his care that
centered around him, and his needs and abilities,
and not our wants, or the doctor’s biases. Third, we
learned that patience and routine pay off when you
are dealing with someone who is cognitively impaired. Routine helps the patient stay on track as
much as possible. Breaking the routine can lead to
abrupt changes in behavior. Patience is essential,
since cognitive
impairment is frequently associated with lots of repetition combined with frustration and anger on the patient’s part. Finally, I
learned that I was not as smart or as nice as I
thought I was. I try to hold that realization close
every day moving forward.

The King of Halloween
and Miss Firecracker
Queen is a memoir about
growing up in the South,
football, and the death of
the patriarch from chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE). It tells the
story of a life in football
from a daughter’s perspective. It provides an
intimate look at one family’s rise through the
ranks of competitive football—from player to high
school, then college
coaching; followed by
coaching in the WFL,
CFL, and NFL, and ultimately to Super Bowl
champions. It also chronicles the family’s struggle to deal with and understand the decline
of the father who was at the center of this lifestyle from CTE.
Told in a rich Southern voice, this is a story of one family’s love
of a game and each other. It is a story of one man’s strength of
character and the woman’s love that sustained him. It is a coming
of age story of a strong-willed, independent young woman. It is a
story that will make you laugh and make you cry.
The ebook was available on Amazon and Barnes and Nobel April 3.
The print version was released May 22, 2018.
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LearningRx Cognitive Brain Training - Targeting the
cognitive skills the brain uses to think and learn!

Many victims of traumatic
brain injuries (TBI) experience
changes in cognitive
performance, leaving victims
and their families struggling
with what to do next.
Call us to learn more about
how Brain Training can help
you or a family member who is
struggling.

Raleigh & Cary Location:
(919) 232 - 0090
learningrx.com/raleigh
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Charlotte Location:
(704) 499 - 8888
learningrx.com/charlotte-north

The Day Jean Andersen’s Son Got Into a Car Accident - She Entered Another
World.
By: Jean Andersen
"Reprinted with permission from the Stanly News and Press" The original date of the article was April 1, 2018
Jean Andersen was appointed to the Cardinal Innovations Healthcare Board of Directors in 2018. As a parent and primary caregiver for
her child (Sam) who sustained a catastrophic traumatic brain injury in 2006, Ms. Andersen has developed a strong understanding of the
issues faced by families as well as personal knowledge of the challenges faced by public and private providers who serve those families.
She lives in Stanly County with her husband Dale, and they have six other children and seven grandchildren.
She completed the Partners in Policymaking training in 2011 Jean serves as the co-chair on the Carolinas Healthcare System Patient Family Advisory Council and is in her second term on the Cardinal Piedmont CFAC. She is a member and served as co-chair of the NC Stakeholders Engagement Group, has a Governor’s appointment for a second term on the NC Brain Injury Advisory Council (currently Vicechair), and is a member of the Brain Injury Association of NC. She is founder and volunteer with the NC TBI Collaborative, a newly
formed advocacy and educational organization.

It was an alien place. A bit like Alice’s looking glass.
Everything turned backwards, buried in nonsense,
tangled in the bizarre. “We entered a world of complete confusion,” Andersen said.
Her son’s predicament made up the bones of that
strange new world.
At 19, Sam had been driving near their western
Stanly home when he ran off the road, hit a tree and
then flipped down an embankment.
“Fortunately the fire department was practicing
nearby,” Andersen said. “They got here fast and
were able to cut him out.”
However, Sam had suffered a dangerous brain injury
in the accident. He spent the following year in the
hospital.
For a while doctors thought he might recover
enough to speak, but he never did. Now 30, Sam
takes total care, his mom said, meaning he requires

24-hour living assistance, which they do in-home.
“As a parent, that changes everything,” Andersen
said.
The farther they got into that strange new world,
the more confusions they encountered. Forests of
forms, plateaus of paperwork, mountains of medical
costs.
And much to their surprise, the Andersen’s could
find no set path through any of it.
“All those safety nets you think are there, they don’t
exist,” Andersen said. “Especially for brain injury.”
Instead of a map to guide them through the logistical
tangle, Andersen and her husband found themselves
trudging through hours of phone calls and office visits, talking with people who seemed unsure of what
to do, as well.
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In fact, Andersen can remember spending 40 hours on
the phone one week trying to get more nursing hours
for Sam, According to their provider he only qualified
for a couple hours a day, she said. And between medications and treatments, it wasn’t even long enough for
her to take a nap.
“It was clear the policy just didn’t match up with our
situation,” Andersen said.
Only after trudging through that mire for days did she
happen upon someone who seemed to have a solid
grasp of the Medicaid and insurance policies surrounding brain injury.
“She was an angel,” Andersen said. “She was very
frank with me about what I could do and couldn’t do...
I finally felt like I had some direction.”
Since brain injuries come with so many expenses,
their helper detailed, there’s no one way to get them
all paid through one entity, like Medicaid, a nonprofit
or insurance.
“Most parents end up having to patch together a little
bit here and a little bit there,” Andersen said.
Since Sam was under 22 at the time of his accident, he
proved eligible for two major kinds of funding: an adolescent Medicaid waiver and governmental funds
distributed by a local nonprofit called Cardinal Innovations.
However, while the waiver kicked in right away — and
their insurance company finally approved 8-16 hours
of nursing care a day — the funds from Cardinal had a
wait list.
“It’s been 12 years now and we’re still waiting,” Andersen said, noting the average wait time for intellectual development disability is 15 years in Stanly County.
It has nothing to do with the organization, Andersen
asserted. Cardinal is one of the few groups that were
able to help them. But they have limited funding,
which means limited spots.

out how you can afford something,” Andersen said.
Unfortunately, not every family struggling with brain
injury gets this information. Or at least not right
away.
Some struggle through the system for years before
they fully understand the benefits they are eligible
for, Andersen said.
“There are great groups who can help, but awareness
of them is limited,” Andersen said. “A lot of parents,
all they hear is a constant, ‘No.’ ”
Now armed with whole stacks of meticulously kept
notebooks on how to navigate that strange new world,
Andersen has made guiding others through it her passion.
To shed light on the tangled dark, she’s working to
form a collaborative for families facing traumatic
brain injuries.
To hack a path through the jungle of policies, she currently serves on a number of brain injury advisory
councils for both the state and the region. Most recently, they worked with state representatives to create a fund for those who get brain injuries after age
22.
“It’s been something people have been asking for 30
years,” Andersen said.
Now approved by the state legislature, the fund is
awaiting approval by Washington before it can be implemented.
“It would start out in the Wake County area only,”
Andersen said, noting that it would fund about 70 the
first year, a little more than 100 the second.
After that, the policy will be reviewed and hopefully
extended region by region.
“It’s nothing that will help Sam,” Andersen noted.
“But if I can help one other family get through this
mess, I want to do it.”

“We’re actually one of the more fortunate (families),”
Andersen added.
For those whose loved ones suffer a brain injury after
the age of 22, they do not qualify for IDD funds from
the state at all, she said.
And while they can apply for an adult Medicaid waiver, the waiting list is at least two years long.
In addition, no matter what someone’s age, there are
plenty of expenses that are not covered by either Medicaid, waivers or health insurance. Some of the ones
Andersen has discovered are the purchase of handicapped-accessible vans, certain hospital beds and rollin shower chairs.
“It’s a constant process of researching and figuring
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Jean Anderson and her son, Sam, meeting the
Governor of North Carolina, Roy Cooper.

Spotlight on BIANC Corporate Member: Martin & Jones
Traumatic Brain Injury—The Frequent and Sometimes “Invisible Injury”
By: Forest Horne
Forest Horne is a partner in the North Carolina law firm of Martin & Jones, PLLC. With offices in Raleigh, Durham and Wilmington, Martin
& Jones attorneys help brain injury victims and their families throughout the state pursue claims for the compensation needed to provide
for possibly a lifetime of medical care and other needs that living with a brain injury may require.

and the adverse effects are longer lasting. TBIs can
range from the most severe such as those causing
death, coma, paralysis, or seizures, to moderate or
mild that cause more subtle effects, but no less lifechanging, including cognitive changes, short-term
memory loss, inability to concentrate or focus, headaches, difficulty reading, mood swings, dizziness,
hypersensitivity to sound, sleep disturbances, and
emotional and behavioral changes. While the most
severe TBIs are obvious because of visible injuries to
the head and neck, it is the mild brain injury that is
often overlooked by healthcare providers and legal
professionals. It takes time to diagnose, treat and
recover from these conditions.

According to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), every year traumatic brain injuries
(TBIs) are responsible for tens of thousands of
deaths, hundreds of thousands of hospitalizations,
and millions of emergency room visits. The CDC
estimates that in the United States 1.7 million people
sustain a TBI annually. Of those, 52,000 people die,
275,000 are hospitalized and nearly 1.5 million are
treated in emergency rooms. About 75 percent of
TBIs are considered “mild” brain injuries, but even
mild brain injuries can lead to dysfunction and
disability. Direct and indirect medical costs of TBIs
total 60 billion dollars annually.
Traumatic brain injury legal claims are challenging
and complicated legal claims. The injuries may not
only be difficult for the injured person to notice, but
also difficult for healthcare professionals to
diagnose, and difficult to prove in court because the
symptoms can be subtle and subjective. TBIs, however mild, can have a major adverse impact on a
person’s daily life. Our attorneys have helped clients
who have suffered permanent and life-changing
brain injuries resulting from medical mistakes, motor
vehicle and tractor trailer collisions, falls and
explosions at construction work sites, and other traumas.
Symptoms of TBI are similar to those from a concussion; however, a TBI is a more severe brain insult

Any trauma to the scalp, skull or brain is considered
a head injury and can range from a bump on the head
to a penetrating type brain injury. A closed head
injury occurs from a blow to the head that does not
break or fracture the skull. Any head injury can
cause a traumatic brain injury which would be classified as mild, moderate or severe. Most brain injuries
are mild, but that does not mean they are not serious.
When most of us think of head injuries, we imagine
fractured skulls and open head wounds. This is why
mild brain injuries can be missed. Even if there is no
visible trauma to the head, like a cut or bruise, the
brain can be damaged in what are called “closed head
injuries.” A closed head injury occurs when something strikes the head or jostles the brain but does
not cause an open wound, or when a strong force –
like a car accident – causes the head to jerk violently
without hitting anything.
Although the skull protects the brain from most
external forces, our soft brains have little protection
against many types of violent forces and can suffer
injury in a variety of ways. When the head is in
motion and suddenly stops or is violently jerked in
one or more directions, the brain can momentarily be
compressed toward one side of the skull. You can
literally “sprain” your brain. The shock these forces
generate can cause bleeding of the brain, interrupt
blood flow in the brain, damage connections between
brain tissue and cause other types of brain trauma.
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Damaged brain cells can result in the formation of
scar tissue that can impede the functioning of healthy
brain tissue, and cause cognitive and functional
disabilities.
The symptoms of a TBI usually depend on what part
of the brain is injured and the degree of severity. A
TBI can take weeks, months or years to heal, but can
also be permanent. Most recovery from a severe head
injury takes place within the first six months, and
while improvement may continue for two years, there
can be permanent impairments. Seizure disorders
may develop as long as four years after a severe head
injury.
It is important for those who have suffered a brain
injury due to the negligence of another person to
receive compensation for their brain injuries.
Compensation ensures that an injured person is in the
best position to obtain treatment of a brain injury and
achieve the best recovery possible.
Here are some important considerations and steps to
keep in mind if you are faced with a TBI:
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Pursuing a legal claim for negligent brain injury
involves a thorough review and understanding of
how the injury occurred.



Seek prompt medical help from healthcare
providers who are trained to diagnose and treat
brain trauma.



Obtaining a clear picture of who the injured
person was before the accident and how he or she
lived, worked, and behaved is needed in order to
provide a clear idea of how that person and his or
her life has changed as a result of the injury.



What is more, the brain injured person may not
even know it. That is why it is important to use
family and close friends as historians to give
“before” and “after” descriptions of the injured
person.



Vocational evaluation and neurocognitive testing
may be required, as well as assistance from
professionals such as a neuropsychologist, a life
care planner and an economist. A biomechanical
engineer may even be needed to explain how the
brain injury occurred.

Brain Injury Support Groups
Asheville Brainstormer’s Collective
Tamara Puffer: (828) 254-0507

Henderson Kerr Lake BI Support Group
Nina Kalleh: (919) 810 - 7507

Asheville WNC BI Support Group
Karen Keating: (828) 277 - 4868

Hickory BI Support Group
Travis Glass: (828) 781 - 0778

Burlington/Mebane BI Support Group
Tiffany McCullock: (336) 264-8001

High Point BI Alliance of High Point
Kitty Barringer: (336) 713 - 8582

Cary TBI/ABI/Stroke Support Group
Norman Case: (919) 244 - 6221

Chapel Hill UNC RehabStroke /BI Support Group
Blaise Morrison: (919) 843-7385
Charlotte Brain Injury Alliance
Sally Rickard: (704) 355 - 1502 or (704) 355 - 2620
Charlotte Couples Night Out/Spouse Support
Barbara Westphal: (704) 547 - 1563
Charlotte Loved Ones of Brain Injury (LOBIS)
Renee Johnson: (980) 263-9670

Huntersville Caregiver Support Group
Hinds’ Feet Farm: (704) 992 - 1424
Jacksonville TBI/Neuro Military and Civilian Group
Susan Fewell: (919) 618 - 3003
Lake Norman BI Support Network
Sylvia Whitmire: (704) 224 - 6069
Raleigh Triangle BI Support Group
Chelsea Gettle: (919) 781 - 3616, ext. 227
Raleigh Caregiver Support Group
Johnathon Blackburn: (919)628-2829

Concord Cabarrus County BI Support Group
Todd B. Bennett: (704) 403 - 0104

Reidsville Rockingham County BI Support Group
Casey Cockerham: (336) 552 - 4694

Durham Inpatient & Outpatient Stroke Group
Lazlo Gonzales, Jr., PAC: (919) 681 - 8709

Rocky Mount Emily Ellis: BI Support Group
Tabitha Jackson: (252) 962 - 3711

Fayetteville BI Support Group
Ellen Morales: (910) 309-4860

Salisbury Rowan County BI Support
Group
Nadine Cherry: (980) 622 - 7732

Fort Bragg Wounded Warrior & Family
Group
info@woundedwarriorproject.org

Union County BI Support Group
Laura Gray: (704) 578 - 5043

Gaston County To Be Included
Patricia (Pat) Haithcox: (704) 865 - 8819, ext. 101
Shanda Daniels (704) 772 - 4291

Wilmington Brain Injury Support Group
Morgan Lankford: (910) 343 - 7062
Kelsey Lucas: (910) 667 - 6505

Goldsboro Wayne County BI Support Group
Pier Protz: (919) 394 - 1091
Martha Brown: (252) 481 - 5679

Winston-Salem Peer-to-Peer Support
Denzil Strickland:
denzil.strickland@garagebrainding.com

Greensboro BI Support Group
Lucy Hoyle: (336) 832 - 7450

Visit www.bianc.net/resource-book for more information
regarding meeting times and locations or
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The Brain Injury Association of North Carolina
PO Box 97984
Raleigh, NC 27624

